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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Once again your copy of the IAPR Newsletter will
turn up on your desk a few weeks late. While I nor-
mally aim at producing the copy for the printer early in
the month when the Newsletter is published, this time I
managed to complete the issue only on the very last day
of the publication date, New Year'g Eve. So it is still a
December issue but, admittedly, a very late December
one. The main reason for the delay is that some news-
worthy material became available only at and well after
the Rome conference.

The ICPRs are the most significant events in the
life of IAPR in at least two respects. First of all, they
constitute the most important and prestigious forum for
the presentation of the latest scientific and technical ad-
vances in the field of pattern recognition. Second, the
IAPR biennial cycle commences at each ICPR with the
meeting of the Governing Board where most of the deci-
sions which chart the directions of IAPR's future evolu-
tion are made, and new IAPR Officerr and Committee
Chairmen are elected. Not surprisinglS the two issues
of the Newsletter immediately following an ICPR are



dominated by the news generated at the meeting. Prac-
tically all the items in the first half of the curent is-
sue a,re connected either directly or indirectly with the
Rome conference. The material includes the 9th ICPR
opening address presented by the outgoing IAPR Pres-
ident, Dr Pierre Devijver, a report on the Conference,
an announcement of the winner of the first King Sun F\
Award which was presented at the Conference banquet,
and many IAPR news itemg. The next issue will con-
tain a message from the new IAPR President Prof Mar-
tin Levine, new IAPR Directory and hopefully, if the
negatives from Prof Levialili anive in time, snapshots
of some memorable events from the Rome conference.

Contributors of material for future issueg of the
Newsletter please note my new email address on the
front page of the Newsletter.

With best wigheg for a happy and productive new
year.

Thc Erlitor

NEWS IN BRIEF

IAPR OFFICERS ETECTED At their meeting in
Rome on 15 November 19E8 the Governing Board of
IAPR elected the follorving officers to senre during the
period 19EE-1990: Presldent Prof M D Levine (Cnd);
Vice-Preeidente Prof S Levialdi (Italy) and Prof M
Takagi (Japan); Secretary Prof M J B Dufr (UK);
Treasurer Prof J K Agga,rwal (USA).

USSR JOINING IAPR The Scientific Council on
Pattern Recognition and Scene Processing of the USSR
(1187 members) has been accepted as a new member of
IAPR with effect from 1 January 1989. As a Category
C member, the USSR will have four representatives on
the Governing Board. Prof Ju I Zhuravliev and Dr P P
Koltgov had been nominated to serve as two of the four
representatives.

9ICPR ATTENDANCE FIGURES Three hundred
and ninety eight delegates from twenty five countries
participated in the 9th International Conference on Pat-
tern Recognition in Rome.

11 ICPR VENUE The Governing Board of IAPR
accepted unanimously the recommendation of the Con-
ference and Meetingg Comrnittee that the 11th Interna'
tional Conference on Pattern Recognition be held in the
Hague, the Netherlands in 1992.

PATTERN RECOGNITION TETTERS One of the
official publications of IAPR, disseminating technical
and scientific papers in the field of pattern recognition,

computer vision and image procesriing has reached the
circulation figure of 1000. The journal which is pub-
lished by North Holland is available to IAPR members
at a substantial discount through their national member
organisations.

KING SUN FU AWARD 1988

Brussels, 25 October 198E

It is my greatest honour and my pleasure to hereby
announce that the IAPR Governing Board, upon rec-
ommendationfrom the IAPR Award Committee has de-
cided to awa,rd the King Sun Fu Award for 19E8 to Pro-
feseor Azriel Roeenfeld, University of Maryland.
The citation for the award ig as follows: "for funda-
mental contributiona to image analysis, pattern recog-
nition and computer vision'. The award coneists of an
inscribed certificate and a cash gift from the K S Fu
award fund and will be preaented to Profeesor A Rosen-
feld on 16th November 1988, at the 9th International
Conference on Pattern Recognition, Rome, Italy.

Picrrc A Dcaijver
President IAPR

MESSAGE FROM THE OUTGOING

PRESIDENT

Tlrc following is the oddrcss giacn by the outgoing
Prcsid,ent of IAPR, Dr Pierre Deaijacr, ot the opening
ccremony at the 9th Internotionol Conference on Pat-
tcrn Rccognition held in Rome last Noaember.

Ladies and gentlemen, there should be no need to 
v

tell you that it is a great pleasure, and a great honour for
the president of IAPR to address such a large audience
on the occasion of this 9th International Conference on
Pattern Recognition, the biggest, periodic event orga-
nized under the auspices of IAPR. Your presence here is
testifying to the vitality of the field and the attractive-
ness of IAPR, and I like to thank you all on both these
grounds,

It seems fitting to take advantage of this opportu-
nity to reflect for a few minutee about where IAPR is
coming from, where it is today, and where it is likely to
go in the coming years.

I am pretty sure that for many of you, in spite of it
being professionally important, attending an ICPR ev-
ery other year is becoming kind of a routine business,
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just as if you had always done so in the past. Likewiee,
I am sure that many of you have got somehow the im-
pression that IAPR has always been with us, or if not
always, at least for quite a long time.

Let me show you that those views are not quite
correct.

It is not very easy to decide when IAPR was actu-
ally born, but according to areport by its first Secretar5r,
Professor Verhagen from Delft University of Technol-
ogy, the formal foundation of IAPR waa on November
6, 197E, at the 4th ICPR in Kyoto, exactly ten years
ago. Likewiae, the fimt ICPR was held in Washington,
DC, October 30 - November 1, 1973, exactly 15 years
ago. How is it that we could squeere 9 international
conferences in 15 years? Well, the answer is simple: The
first two ICPRe were organized in two successive yearg
and the follouing oneE every other year in order to avoid
conflicts with the international conferences on AI which
are being held during odd-numbered years. In those
early days, ICPRg were organized under the auspices of
the so-called "Standing Committee for the Joint Inter-
national Conference on Pattern Recognitiono which was
the geed from which IAPR would grow a couple of years
later.

To give you an idea of how things have evolved,
let me point out a couple of figures: In Washington,
in 1973, 89 papers were presented,, 2f 3 of which were
naturally from the US. (This conference, in Rome, will
have about 4 times as many papers out of about 700
submigsione.) The attendance in Washington was 312
from 14 countries. Five years later, in Kyoto, about
200 papera were accepted for presentation at the 4th
ICPR which was attended by about 550 people from 23
countries. Two years ago, in Paris, we approached the
threshold of 1000 participants.

If the numbers of submitted and accepted papers
and the gize of the attendance to ICPRg can be used
to meagure the vitality of the field, then it is clear that
Pattern Recognition as a whole is showing evidence of
growing interest worldwide; and as we perceive no sign
of saturation, this process is likely to continue for some
time.

In parallel, the size of the membership of IAPR is
also confirming those findings. Ten years ago, in Ky-
oto, the initial size of IAPR was 13 national member
organizations together with a few individual members.
When I became president, two years ago, one of my
secret hopes was that I could report an increase by a
factor of two, but this has not quite been achieved, I
must admit. Nevertheless, the list of countries which
will hopefully become member of IAPR in the coming

yea,rs ia still about as large as the list of countries which
are already member. So, we may also expect a dramatic
growth of IAPR in the years to come.

Measuring the sizes of attendance to conferences or
membership in international organizations does not un-
cover all aspects of the situation of a scientific field like
ours. Even more significant agsurance that the field will
keep growing and gaining even more widespread recog-
nition must be found in the very nature of our activitiee.
Let me try to clarify this point.

In retrospect, it seems obvioug to me that the sci.
entific programs of the first ICPRs were, quite rightll
so, out of balance, with very many papers of a very
speculative nature and very few papert devoted to real
achievementg. Some exaggerated speculations were to
be deflated sooner or later, neverthelese, many others
eventually'found their way from the laboratory to the
market place and thie has been most notably the caee
in the last few years.

My position as a member of a huge industrial re-
search organization gave me, perhaps more than many
of you, a prime chance to observe over, say, the last six
or eight yeaxs, a tremendous increase in the research
efforts and research achievements in such domains as
speech recognition, office automation, industrial inspec-
tion, computer vision, medical applications of pattern
recognition etc. In turn, by a kinil of feedback effect
those achievements have further gtimulated the interest
of reseaxch managers and their openness and willingness
to support further projecta. Due to this cumulative ef-
fect, it should come as no surprise that nowadays, pat-
tern recognition has gained full respectability in com-
puter science and information processing circles, some-
thing that is evidenced, for instance, by its economic
importance in a number of national and international
research programs such as the ESPRIT program of the
European Community.

The conclusion that I like to draw from these con-
siderations is that we may definitely look very optimisti-
cally at the second decade of IAPR's life. Please do not
extrapolate my statement up to the point of believing
that IAPR can keep making good living by simply let-
ting things keep going like they want. There are, ... I
should better say there have always been a number of
difficult and emba^rrassing problems which confront the
IAPR management. Presently, I feel that the important
challenges that IAPR is facing are well identified and
I may assure you that they will be given the attention
they deserve during the va,rioue Executive Committee
and Governing Board meetings that are scheduled to
take place during this conference.



The achievementg that may already be attributed
to IAPR would not have been possible without the ef-
forts and dedication of quite a number of people. During
my term as president I have had the chance to cooperate
with very efficient collaborators and-at the risk of not
mentioning them all-I would like to take this opportu-
nity to thank some of them publicly. Thanks to Profes-
sor Michael Duffwho fulfilled the ofrce of secretary in an
admirable way. Thanks also to Professor Herbert Fhee-
man who must be credited for maintaining IAPR in a
healthy financial condition in addition to serving as pro-
gram chairman for this conference. I have probably put
less pressure on our vice-presidents Professors Daniels-
son and Levine, but I also never called them for help
in vain. Thanks also to Dr. Josef Kittler, our Newslet-
ter editor, who revived the tradition of publishing four
issues of the IAPR Newsletter per year, right on sched-
ule. Congratulationg to Professors Gelsema and Backer
who are now publishing Pattern Recognition Letters at
a rate of two volumes a year. I would also like to thank
a number of chairmen of Technical Committees, Bome
of whom have been particularly active during the last
two yeare. However, as I haven't had the very last up
date on thig item yet, I will refrain from mentioning any
name. Eventually, I would like to call your attention
to two persons who gen'ed IAPR as Conference Chair-
man on the one hand and IAPR President on the other
hand, namely Professore Sakai and Simon. Both, they
are leaving the IAPR Executive Committee at this time
and they certainly deserve our gratitude.

As I said before, there are already fifteen years since
the first conference was organized in Washington. In
those days, Profesgor King Sun tr\ from Purdue Uni-
versity, served simultaneously as Standing Committee
chairman and Conference chairman. Thanks to his ex-
traordinary dedication, he was instrumental, more than
anyone else, in the founding of IAPR. He was also one
of the most prominent scientists in our field, an inspir-
ing colleague or teacher and a dear friend for many of
us until his untimely death in 1985. In recognition of
his many accomplishments, the IAPR has established a
King Sun F\ Award, and it will be my privilege to an-
nounce the name of the first recipient of the Award dur-
ing this conference. The Award Committee was headed
by Professor Jack Sklansky and I also want to thank
him and his committee for a job well done.

You are all perfectly awa,re that this very conference
was scheduleil initially to take place in Beijing, and that
exceptional events forced the IAPR Executive Commit-
tee to move it from Beijing to Rome in May of this year.
I suspect that some of you might be expecting me to give

you some explanation for the decision we have made. I
have given this question quite a lot of coneideration and
come to the conclusion that the issue has already been
more than adequately covered in the June issue of the
Newsletter. I hope you will agree with me that this
opening eession is also not the right place nor the right
moment to gtart a discuegion on this controversial issue.
But let me assure you that I am prepa,red to answer any
question that will be raised by your national repreeenta-
tives at the Governing Board meeting that is scheduled
to take place tomorrow evening. For those who do not
receive the Newsletter, let me summarize the conflict-
ual situation which arose by saying that the matter at
iseue wa,s one of human rights, specifically, restrictions
to the freedom of access to the conference. Accepting
guch restrictions would have been a distinct violation
of the IAPR Constitution. Accordingly, the Executive
Committee was left with no other choice than moving
the conference to some other location, once it became
certain that our Chinege colleagues would not reconsider
their position.

Very soon after making the decision of moving
the conference away from Beijing, the IAPR Executive
Committee met in Amsterdam, and, needless to say, the
selection of a new site for the conference war one of
the major iteme on the agenda. The committee came
very quickly to the conclusion that Rome would be a
first choice and we were very fortunate that Professor
Levialdi responded very positively to our demand for
help. Thanke to Profegsor Levialdi's admirable dedi-
cation, the frnal decision could be made in less than
two weekg. On behalf of IAPR and all the participants
in this conference, I wish to extend my most gincere

thanks to Profegsor Levialdi and all those around him
whose hard work during the last six months has made
this conference possible.

Finally, it is my greatest pleasure to extend my
warmest greetings to all of you. I am quite confident
that, thanks to the high scientific level of the technical
program and the traditional Italian hospitality, you will
all find your stay in Rome quite gratifying both scien-
tifically and socially.

I thank you very much for your attention.

Pierre Deoijacr

v
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CONFERENCE REPORTS

gth INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON PATTER,N RECOGNITION

Rome, Italy - November 74-17, 198E

This was the second ICPR that I had attended; the
first being the Pa,rig conference two years previous. At
the time of the Paris ICPR, I was a pattern recognition
rookie - a complete newcomer to the field - I felt over-
whelmed by the scale and diversity of the conference.
Two years later, I felt lese of a rookie but no less over-
whelmed. Four days of intensively concentrated parallel
sessions covering every possible aspect of pattern recog-
nition, offering a daunting selection of talks to attend.
There was material in the traditional pattern recogni-
tion areas, talkg on newly emergent or fast developing
topics and otherr that simply offered a unique fascinat-
ing promise. Should I confine my attention to the ma'
terial dirdctly relevant to my own research interests or
explore? Talks with such appealing titles as oThe ex-
traction of gentiment from musicn were there to tempt
me from the gessione on viaion. And how to chooee from
this cornucopia? To be conservative or to experiment?
As if these decisions were not hard enough to make,
Rome itself was posing a serious tourigt distraction!

You have probably read at length about the prob
lems that beeet the gth ICPR and some of the issues
that relate to the future of the conference series. Flom
my own point of view the relocation from Beijing to
Rome wae entirely serendipitous since it made atten-
dance feasible. Flom the organisational point of view,
I appreciate that the relocation must have cauged all
those concerned a big headache. In the event, I think
the meeting was a triumph over adversity. The audience
was of a good gize. This itself was encouraging since a
major function of a meeting such as this is providing
the chance to meet old aquaintances and egtablish new
ones. Understandably, a large number of speakers did
not show up to present their papers. The absence of
speakers was the only major frustration - several of the
sessions that I attended had only two speakers out of
eight show up.

Now to the contents of the conference. There were
four days of parallel sesgions and a poster session. The
parallel sessions covered the main areas ofpattern recog-
nition methodology and application. Basic methodology
was representecl by sessions on classification and cluster-
ing,pattern recognition techniques, artificial intelligence
methods, expert systems, pattern analysis, and, pattern

recognition algorithms. As usual, the-bulk of the pa-
pers presented was concerned with the processing and
interpretation of image data. There were five sessions
devoted to object recognition, four to computer vision,
two to image processing, and, several more to applica-
tions and systems. There was a multiplicity of sessions
on related topics such as image segmentation and edge
detection, shape analysis, texture analysis, optical flow,
and, relaxation. Speech and character recognition were
well represented with a total of six sessions. In addi-
tion to two sessions on applications in biomedicine there
were related segsions on cardiological analysis and tomo-
graphic imaging.

My own interegts were catered for in the sessions
relating to image interpretation. I particularly enjoyed
several presentations on the uses of context both in re-
cursive classification schemes and through the use of
dynamic programming techniques. There was a lot of
interesting material on the matching of symbolic de-
scriptions to image data. This work spanned the main
methodologies of the conference with syntactic, statis-
tical and AI approaches being reported. Another area
which demonstrated the diversity of methodg being re-
ported wag the analysis ofshape. Papers were presented
not only on the traditional image processing approaches,
such as the llough transform, but also upon approaches
whilh are considered the domain of AI vision such as
differential geometry and topology. This diversity is a
very refreshing aspect of the ICPR. It is not a confer-
ence that has become bogged down with the dogma of
methodology.

Most of the talks were allocated twenty minutes.
In eome segsions there were longer invited papers, usu-
ally in the form of a review. I especially welcomed these
talkg as they afforded a chance to gain an appreciation of
an unfamiliar topic. In particula,r, I very much enjoyed
those presented by Steffano Levialdi on architectures for
computer vision and by Renato De Mori on neural net-
works and Markov models in speech recognition. I would
urge the organisers of future conferenceg to consider al-
locating a greater fraction of the time available to this
kind of talk and of holding them in plenary sessions. It
is sometimes impossible to gain anything more than a
highly fragmented impression of a topic from a multi-
tude of short presentations.

A very welcome feature of this conference was the
number of panel sessions devoted to emergent technolo-
gies of great importance to the pattern recognition com-
munity. These gave delegates a chance to question ex-
pert practitioners in the areas of machine vision in in-
dustry, object oriented programming and parallel com-
puter architectures. It is unfortunate that a record of



the panel sessions will not be available. The interac-
tion ofideas can often provide freeh insights that do not
occur in the traditional form of conference presentation.

. Finally, the conference dinner was a very significant
ev6nt worthy of mention. The venue, the Villa Maiani,
was high on a hill with a fine panorama of Rome. Prior
to the meal Pierre Devijver preeented Azriel Rosenfeld
with the King Sun F\r Award. This seemed a very pop
ular choice.

Overall I found the 9th ICPR a very rewarding ex-
perience. It was hard picking my way through the mass
of presentations. I did manage to attend aome very atim-
ulating talks which provided useful ideas and insights.
Thankfully, I have the conference proceedings to refer
to - at times the avalanche of new information was just

too much to asgimilate.

Edwin Honcoch

SERC Ruthuford Appleton Laborotory

FROM THE PD(ELS TO THE FEATURES

Bonas, fbance - August 22-26,1988

A workshop was organised by Prof. J-C Simon and
funded from the COST 13 project, a Europe wiile EEC
funded collaborative venture concerned with low level
image processing operations for coding, median filter-
ing etc. The workshop brought together the collabora'
tors along with invited researchers from Europe and the
North American Continent to present papers and dis-
cuss advancee in feature extraction from images. There
were a wide range of different aspects of feature extrac-
tion discusged including methods based on models of
human feature extraction, the uge of neural networkg
and more classical feature extraction via edge detection
etc.

Highlights of the workshop included an excellent
presentation by Alex Pentland on the work he ie direct-
ing at MIT into shape from shading, depth from.focus
and 3-d modelling. Depth from focus was an interesting
method in that it used two cameras with differing depths
of fielil aligned along approximately the eame axis. The
different appearance of an edge between the two images
could be used to determine depth simply and quickly.
Many fine videos demonstrated his resultg. Larry Davis
(Maryland) discuseed investigations of the Connection
Machine for performing pyramidal operations and ad-
dressing the problem of inefficient use of processors in
a pyramid. Bob Hummel (New York) presented a good
paper on computational aspects of Gaussian convolu-
tion and derivations. Important mention was made of
accuracy of zero crossing detection. He also presented

reaults showing that you can recoier almost perfectly,
the original image from a multi-resolution zero crossing
representation using the heat equation and knowing the
direction of the edge. A COST 13 collaborator Stefan
Ca,rlsson (Royal Inst. Tech., Stockholm) presented a
gimilar algorithm for use in image coding schemes.

Some interesting results on computation models
of the human visual system were discussed, Helmut
Glunder (Tech. Univ., Munich) hypothesised a dual-
ity between motion detection, and multi-invariant shape
descriptore using generalised autocorelation functions.
He showed that the game neural network could be used
for both.

Some participants described hardware implemen-
tations of detection algorithms. Eans Burkhardt (Tech.
Univ. Hamburg) presented a method useful for object
recognition that enabled image matching to take place
between two images, one of which was translated w.r.t.
the other, without the usual need to glide one over the
other. The hardware is structurally similar to butterfly
procesaing for the FFT.

The symposium was helcl at a Chateau de Bonas,
just north of Toulouse between 22nd ar.d 26lh of Au-
gust. The Chateau is run as a non-profit making es-
tablishment for the use of researchere to meet through
conferences, symposia etc. The standard of food and
accommodation were excellent with facilities guch as a
swimming pool provided. An interesting obaervation
was that there were no heys to the doore. Needless to
say nothing was reported stolen so we muet be an honest
collection of researchers.

Overall, the workghop was a great success with
many new contactg being made. Some of the post-
lecture discussions were lively, especially between the
computer scientists and psychophysicists. The proceed-
ings of the workshop should be available in the near
future.

GAWWest

City Uniaersitg, Inndon

u,
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BOOKSH EtF

, Computational Geometrlr

G Toussaint, M., North-Holland,
Amsterdarn, 1965, ISBIV U444-6T8OfuE

This iE a book I thoroughly enjoyed reading as a
Britigh Rail commuter! It left me with the taete of
wishing to have more time to try some of the tricks sug-
gested! How can one man a niugeum go that all points
are watched? If a community of users desire the serviceg
of some facility, where should the facility be located so
as to minimize the greatest distance from the facility to
any user? What is the largeat sofa one can move into
a flat through a na^rrow corridor? How can we reduce
the plotting time for making the road map of the Kanto
district of Japan, from gtr 50m down to B3m 3E' ? But
it ie not only that! Computational Geometry has a lot
to offer to Pattern Recognition and Computer Vision.
Path planning for robots and syntactic approaches to
vision are some of the problems tackled by, Computa,
tional Geometry.

If anyone ig interegted in the field, this bools is a
good starting point. The articles a^re written'in a tuto-
rial fashion, such as basic conceptg and terms are defined
so that even a non-initiated reader to the fascination of
Computational Geometry can enjoy reading the book.
On the negative side, the papers are presented in alpha,
betical order, according to first author'E name. This ig
unfortunate becauEe it mahes the book lack structure.
It would have been much more helpful if papers of more
tutorial nature were presented firet.

The first article by Akl presents three algorithms for
selection, sorting and computing convex hulls, appropri-
ate for SIMD computers. In the context of convex hulls,
Avis, ElGindy and Seidel preeent two new and very sim-
ple algorithms for point insertion and plane intersection.

On a more general note, Bhattacharya and Tous-
saint show, using counter examplee, that the diameter
of a get of n points P on the plane is not necessarily an
edge in the dual of the furtheat point Voronoi diagram
of P-the nitty gritty being that geveral algorithms pro-
posed earlier for finding the minimum spanning circle for
n points are invalidated. New algorithms are given in-
stead. Melville presents the implementatio:r and study
of two algorithms for the eame problem and makee a con-
vincing point for presentation of algoritms which have
been actually implemented and tested in practice, rather
than merely designed.

Chazelle and Dobkin ghow that the problem of de-
composing a non-convex rimple polygon into the mini-
mum number of convex polygona can be solved in poly-
nomial time and present an appropriate algorithm for
that. Keil and Sack have written a tutorial paper on the
same aubject, i.e. minimum decompositions of polygo-
nal objects of various types.

Seidel, using the index of a point as an additional
coordinate, derivea lower bounds for a number of geo-
metric problems. On the other hand, Devroy, arguing
that lower bounds are not always representative of al-
gorithmic performance, gives a brief survey of recent
reeults helpful in expected time analysis of various algo-
rithme. The convex hull is the prototype problem con-
sidered but geveral other problema are discussed too.

Asano, Fxlahiro, Imai, Iri and Murota discuss the
practical irnportance of bucketing techniques and pro-
pose algorithmg for the problems of minimum weight
perfect matching in the plane, 2-dim Voronoi diagrams,
point location and range search in the plane and shortest
paths in networks.

Kirkpatrick and Radke talk about computational
morphology and skeletone-creeping stuff...

Lee and Chen present an algorithm for the hidden-
line or hidden-surface elimination problem in computer
graphica. Their algorithm is based on the scan-iine
approach and ig particularly appropriate for situations
when the Bame Ecene conaisting of various objects neede
to be displayed repeatedly for difrerent view directiong.

O'Rourke and Washington introduce curve signa-
turee and their pros and cong for measuring curve simi-
larity.

The area of aeparability of sets of objecta under dif-
ferent kinds of motions avoiding collisione is aurveyed by
Toussaint. Moving objects in the presence of obstacles
is the problem of path finding and recent algorithms in
this area are suneyed by Whitesides.

Finally Wood aurweys a number of results concern-
ing isothetic polygons in the plane. These are polygons
with their sidea parallel to the coordinate anes and ap
pea,r, according to the author, in circuit routing and
testing, in VLSI and in Saskatchewan!

A book with plenty for plenty!

Morio Pctrou

Uniaersity ol Surrcy, IIK

J



Algorithr"s for Clusterlng Data

A K Jain and R C Dubes, Prentice Hall, 1988

Interpretation of collected data often requires or-
ganizing data into a set of meaningful groupt. While
scientists and engineers rely on a variety of data collec-
tion mechanisms ranging from mailed questionnairea to
sophisticated seneors, the methodology of data group
ing is the Erune acrosa diverse disciplines. This grouping
methodology is usually called clustcrr'ng. Although there
are several books available on this subject, including
the mogt comprehenaive one from Anderberg (1973), the
present book by Jain and Dubes is a very welcome ad-
dition to the literature on clustering. The earlier books
on cluetering were either very formal in the treatment
of the subject matter or they tended to be collections
of programs with an introduction to the subject and the
terminology. Jain and Dubeg in thie respect strike a nice
balance and present the subject matter in an informal
way, making use of mathematics only when neceeear5r
and describing algorithms in conciEe and clear'steps.

The book ie organized into five chaptera and eight
appendices. The introductory chapter provides a useful
pointer to the existing literature on clustering. Chapter
Two covere material on data representation. The au-
thors opt for terminology drawn from the pattern recog-
nition literature. Linear as well as nonlinear projection
techniques a,re introduced for the purpose of data vi-
sualization. One of the hey featureg of this chapter is
an excellent discugsion on the intrinsic dimensionality of
the data.

Chapter Three along with Chapter Four form the
bulk of the booh. The authorg organize various cluster-
ing procedures under the categorieE of hicrorchicol and.
portitionol clustering. After motivzting the reader for
a particular algorithm the authors provide the steps of
the algorithm followed by an illustrative example. Nu-
merous comments given in the examplea are expected to
provide readers with a thorough understanding of clus-
tering techniques and their pitfalls. The va,rioue algo-
rithms discussed in thege chapters are fairly represen-
tative of the literature. The discussion on the choice of
cluetering methode is interesting and emphasizeg the cu-
plorotory doto analysis aspect of the clustering method-
ology.

Many timea one is satiEfied with clustering results
that support the preconceived etructure in the data.
However, an objective evaluation of the clustering re-
sults must be performed by considering a number of
factors such as the stability and sensitivity of the global
as well as the individual cluster structure. Appropriate
techniques and methodologies for performing objective

evaluation of clustering resultg are thus part of Chapter
Four under the heading Clugter Validity. After describ-
ing the performance indiceE for clustering validation the
authore cover in detail validation methods for hierar-
chical, partitional, and individual clugter structures. A
large separate section is devoted to the clustering ten-
dency problem which in the past has received less at-
tention in other books.

Chapter Five covers clustering applications. Im-
age segmentation and registration are chosen by the au-
thors to describe how clugtering can be used in typical
computer vision problems. For the readers not familiar
with image processing and computer viaion, the authors
provide a very brief introduction to image processing.
Some of these application results are drawn from the
current reseaxch being pursued by the authors or their
colleagues. In this respect, this chapter ghould prove to V/

be very fruitful to any graduate student who ie about
to begin his research in the area of computer vision and
image proceaaing.

Numerous examples throughout the book and the
tutorial-like presentation make this book a very valuable
collection for anyone interested in data interpretation.
A number of appendicee have been included at the end
of the book to provide a quick reference to some of the
material ueed in the book. The value of theee appen-
dices would have been greater, though, had the authors
provided referenceg to gome standard textbooks at the
end of these appendices. However, this is a very minor
flaw in an otherwise excellent treatment of clustering.

Ishwor K Sethi

Woync Stotc Univerdity, USA

CALLS FOR PAPERS V

2nd CONFERENCE Of THE
INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION
OF CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES

Charlottesville, UA, USA - June 27-30, 1989

Program

The conference which is co-sponsored by IAPR is
devoted to the presentation of theoretical, methodologi-
cal and applied papers on classification, pattern recogni-
tion, and related methods of statistics and data analysis
in the broad sense. It includes mathematical, statistical
and practical investigations in special fields of knowl-
egde, and the interface between classification and the
Information Sciences. Suitable topics include:



r Clauiffcation, dircrimination and clurtering methodr Deadlined

r pattern recognition and image analyair methods Feb 1, 1989 Summary (1000 words, 4 copies)

o statirtical and probabiliatic methods for data analyaia and 
March 31' 19E9 Authors notified

claggiflcation 
rer souc c'ortc. dru 

June 1, 1989 camera-ready manuscripts

o Similarity and digtance mearurer, data quality and reliibility Paper Submigsion

r Multidimenrional rcaling and rtructure recd/ery methods Technical Program Chairman, ICIP'89
c/0 Meeting Plannerg Pte Ltd

r Consenluo methods and correrpondence analyeir methodt l0o Bcach Road. g&Ol

r Analyaia and comparison of tree and graph patterns Shaw Towerg
Singapore 0718

o Clagaiffcation and clustering algorithmr and algorithmic as- Republic ofSingapore
pecta

r Classiflcation and clurterinseoftware 6TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON

o Computer graphica for ctagaif,catory problemr IMAGE ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING

r Applications positauao, Italy - September 2622, lgEg

\z Deadlines program
Jan 15' 19E9 summa'ry (1 page) 

The conference b organised by the Italian Associa-

Paper Submiesion tion for Pattern Recognition. The program will consist

prof R F Ling 
of invited papers as well as contributed papers. The

chairman, IPcs-8g Program committee major topics are:

Dept Math, Scienceg o Computer architecturer for image proceming
Clemgon University
Clemeon, sc 29634-1907 

t rmag€ anaty3lt

USA I Image ttorage and retricval

Virual languager

INTEpNATIONAL CONtrERENCE r Human perception and imase procereing

ON IMAGE PROCESSING ttg o Imagc interpretation and recognition

singapore - september 6-E, 1969 
r Motion analvrir

o Applicationr

Program Deadlines

The 198g IEEE International Conference on Image March 1' 1989 Suqmaq' (10o0 words, 4 copies)

Processing will include regular sessione on all aspects of May 15, 19E9 Authorr notified

v the theory and applications of image processing. Pa' september 1' 1989 Camera'ready manuscripts

pers describing original work on the following topics are paper Submiseion
invited' Gabriella sanniti di Baja

o Image analyair/modelling Chairman 6ICIAP

r rmage reatoration/enhancemerr ;fi#'jl|ijilibernetica' 
cNR

r Video communicationg Napler

r Image pattern recognition 
ltalY

r Remote senaing tsr rEE TNTERNATToNAL coNFERENcE
r Biomedical imaging ON ARTIFICIAL NEUAAL NETWORKS

r ofrce image proceasing London, United Kingdom - october 1T-18, 1g8g
r Machine vieion

o AI vision techniquea 
Program

. vLDr rmprementatio' This is the first conference on neural networks to
be helcl by the Institution of Electrical Engineers. The

o svatem architectures principal objective is to provide a forum for discussion
r Colour image processing of recent advances in the field, to review progress and



identify future directions for artificial neural network
research. The conference will cover four principal areas
of interest:

r .A&chitecturer for artiflcial neural networka

r Learning algorithmr

o Implementationr

r Applications

Deadlinee

March 3, 1989 Summary (2 page)
April, 1989 Authors notified
June 30, 19E9 Camera'ready manuscripts

Paper Submieslon

IEE Conference Senicea Dept.
IEE
Savoy Place
London WC2R OBL
United Kingdom

SRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
DETECT RDCOGNITION .A,ND IMAGE
PROCESSING TOR RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT OF SEMICONDUCTORS

Tokyo, Japan - September 22-25, 1989

Program

Contributed paper€ are solicited from the follop-
ing a,reas: visualisation and characterization of defects
in bulk semiconductor materials as well as epitaxially
grown crystalsl interfacial defects between substrate and
epitaxial layerl mapping of imperfect areas for charac-
terization of d€vices; new technigues for detection and
recognition of defects and their physical significancel al-
gorithms for image processing.

INTELLIGENT AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 2

Amsterdam, ?he Netherlands - Decembq 11-14, 1989

Program

The conference will comprise invited as well as sub-
mitted paper€ in the following a,reas:

r Sengor data interpretation

r Neurocomputing

o Artiffcial Intelligence and Sensors

r Tools for autonomous aystem design

r Applicationa

Deadlinee
May 1, 1989
July 1, 1989

Summary (four A4 pages)
Authors notified

September 1, 1989 Camera-ready manuscript

Paper Submission

IAS-2 Conference Secretariat
PO Box 41882
NL1009 D B Amsterdam
The Netherlands

1OTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON PATTERN NECOGNITION

Atlantic City, NJ, USA - June 3-7, 7990

Program

The 10th ICPR, sponsored by the IEEE Computer
Society and the International Association for Pattern
Recognition, will be organized as a set of 4 specialty
conferences, each dealing with a different topic but held
in the eame place at the same time. The opening session
as well as all social events will be common to the four
conferences. The titles of the individual conferences will
be:

1- Computer Vision

2 - Pattern Recognition Syetems aud Applica-
tions

3 - Image, Speech and Signal Processing

4 - Computer Architectures for Vision and Pat-
tern Recognition

Each conference will have its own program commit-
tee and will consist of a single track of paper presenta-
tions, with the papers published in separate proceedings
volumes. There will be a basic registration fee which

Wt

Deadlinee
May 15, 19E9
July 15, 1989
September 22,1989

Paper Submission

Prof Tomoya Ogawa
Department of Physics
Gakushuin Univeraity
Mejiro
Tokyo 171
Japan

Summary
Authors notified
Camera-ready manuscript
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will entitle a participant to attend one aubconference
of choice. For small suplementary fees, attendees will
be able to attend (and receive the proceedings for) any
of the other conferences as well. Each conference will
have /about 50 quality paper presentations, as well as
panel discussions and poster diaplays. Based on previous
conferences, a total attendance of close to 1000 persons

is expected from all over the world.

Paper Submiseion

Detailed instructiona for paper submission will be
published in early 1989 and will appear in the next issue
of the IAPR Newsletter.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Lodiott Spntot/Idorrufron

Newport Beach, gPlE, PO Bc 10, Bellingham, Waehington 98227-
Galifornia, USA 0010, USA

Datc

Jan 29 - Feb 3, 1989

March 20-22, 1989

v
April 1G'12, 1989

April 24-28, 1989

May 1&19, 1989

May 23-26, 1989

June 4-8, 1989

June 19-22, 1989

June 19-22, 1989

June 1S23, 1989

June 27-30, 1989

June 27-30, 1989

Eocnt

Medical Imagins III

IEEE Workshop on Viaual Motion

International Vllorkrhop on In-
dustrial Applicationg of Machine
Intelligence and Viaion (MIV-89)

The International Congrer on
Optical Science and Engineering

IEEE Computer Society Con-
ferencc on Computer Virion and
Pattern Recognition

?th Worlahop of the European
Society for the Study of Cognitivc
Syrtems

Irvine, California,
USA

Roppongi, Tokyo,
Japan

Palair des Congrk,
Porte Maillot,
Parir, Itancc

Sheraton Grand
Hotel on Herbor
lrland, San Diego,
California, USA

St-Maximin-la'Ste-
Baume, ProYence,
Flance

1989 IEEE International Confer- The Registry Re'
ence on Roboticg and Automation 8ort, Scottsdale,

Arilona, USA

IEEE 1989 International Confer Glasgow Forum
ence on Acourticr, Speech, and Hotel, Glasgow,
Signal Procering Scotland, United

Kingdom

Ellcn Hildreth, Artiflcial Intelligence Laboratory, 646
Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Prof Mitruru lrhizula (General Chair of MIV-89), In-
rtitutc of Indurtrial Sciencc, Univenity of Tokyo, 7 -22-
1, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan

Amanda Caillot, Confcrence Coordinator, Europtica
Scrwicer I.C., 16 ayenuc Bugcaud, 76116 Parir, Francc

IEEE Roboticr and Automation, PO Box 3216, Silver
Spring, MD 20901, USA

Pcter M Grant, Dcpt. Electrical Engineering, Univer-
rity of Edinburgh, Thc King'r Buildingr, Edinburgh
EHO 3JL, Scotland, UK

The Computer Society of IEEE, 1730 Magsachusettg
Ayenue, N.W., lfarhington, DC 2003&1903, USA

Dr G J Dalenoort (ESSCS), Inrtitute of Experimental
Paydrology, Univerrity of Groningen, PO Box 14, 9760
AA Haren, The Nethcrlandr

Prof Matti Pietikiinen, 6SCIA Chairman, Dept Elec-
trical Engineering, Univenity of Oulu, SF-90570 Oulu,
Finland

The 6th Scandinavian Conference University of Oulu,
on Image Analyaia Finland

Vigion Interface'89

2nd Conference of the Interna-
tional Federation of Clasgiflcation
Societies

Computer Graphics International
89

London, Ontario, Irene A Gargartini, General Chairman, Department
Canada of Computer Science, Middlesex College 376, Univer-

aity of Wertern Ontario, London, Ontario NOA 687,
Canada

Charlotteaville, VA,
USA

University of Leeds,

United Kingdom

11

IFCS-89, Dept Mathematicr, Univenity of Virginia,
Charlottesville, VA 22903, USA

Mrg F J Johnaon, CGI89 Secretariat, Commercial
Ofice, Univereity of Leeda, Leedr LS2 9JT, United
Kingdom



July 1&20, 1989

Auguat 21-N5, 1989

Auguat 31 - Sept 2,
1989

September ,41-8, 1989

September 6-8, 19Eg

September 2G22, 1989

October 17-18, 1989

June 3-7,1990

3rd International Conference on University of War-
Image Procesring and its Applica. wick, United King-
tions dom

Denmark

IEE Secretariat, Conference Services, Savoy Place,
London WC2R 0BL, United Kingdom

Prof L F Pau, Technical Univereity of Denmark,
Building 348/EMI, DK 2800 Lyngb'y, Denmark

Prilsidium KDT, WGMA, Conference Secretary of
CAIP '89, Clara-Zetkin-Str 115/117, Berlin, DDR

Leipzig, DDR

Freiburg im Breis- Dr O Leder, EECS, Anatomigcher Institut, Albertstr.
gau, West Germany 17, D-7800 Freiburg im Breiagau, lVest Germany

Pan Paciffc Hotel, Meeting Plannerr Pte Ltd, 100 Beadr Road 33-01,
Singapore Shaw Towerr, Singapore 0718, Republic of Singapore

NATO Advanced Research Work-
ahop on Mapping and Spatial
Modelling for Navigation

3rd International Conference on
Computer Analysir of Images and
Patterns

6th European Congrear for
Stereology

International Conference on Im-
age Procesaing (ICIP '89)

6th International Conference on Poaitano, Italy
Image Analyrir and Proceaaing

lat IEE International-Oonference IEE, Savoy Place,
on Artiffcial Neural Networkg London, United

Kingdom

10th International Conference on Resorts Interna'
Pattern Recognition tional Hotel, At-

lantic City, NJ,
USA

Dr Gabriella Saniti di Bqja, Chairman SICIAP, c/o
Ingtituto di Cibernetica, CNR, 80072 Arco Felica,
Naples, Italy

IEE, Conference Servicea, Savoy Place, London WC2R
OBL, United Kingdom

lOth International Conference on Pattern Recognition,
c/o Conference Depertment, IEEE Computer Society,
1790 Masrachueettr Avenue, N.W., Waahington, DC
2003&1903, USA
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